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Words of low weight in trace codes correspond to curves with many points and
the same holds for subcodes of low weight via the fibre product construction. In
1996 Heijnen and Pellikaan gave an algorithm to determine a basis of minimum
weight subcodes of generalized Reed�Muller codes. We show how this algorithm can
be used to produce curves with many points and also some new families of curves
which reach the Hasse�Weil upper bound. � 1998 Academic Press

In the quest for curves over finite fields with many points coding theory
has been a useful guide, as words of low weight in trace codes correspond
to Artin�Schreier curves with many points. This correspondence can be
extended to subcodes of low weight and fibre products of Artin�Schreier
curves. Subcodes of minimum weight of a code C determine the weight
hierarchy of C and knowledge of the weight hierarchy indicates where
curves with many points are likely to be found. However, determination of
weight hierarchies is a hard problem in coding theory. In 1990 Wei found
the weight hierarchy of the classical binary Reed�Muller codes (see [W]).
Six years later Heijnen and Pellikaan succeeded in finding the weight hierarchy
of Reed�Muller codes over arbitrary finite fields, cf. [H-P]. In this paper we
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derive some results on curves with many points which are closely related to the
weight hierarchy of the q-ary or generalized Reed�Muller codes. We use
subcodes of generalized Reed�Muller codes to construct our curves. We
also present some types of curves which attain the Hasse�Weil upper bound.

1. ON THE WEIGHT HIERARCHY OF GENERALIZED
REED�MULLER CODES

Let C be a (linear) code of length n and dimension k over a finite field Fq= pt .
An important parameter of a subcode D is its weight w(D), by which we mean
the number of coordinate places for which at least one word of D has a
non-zero coordinate. Since the projection of D onto a coordinate place is
a Fq -linear map we have

w(D)=
1

qr&qr&1 :
d # D

w(d ), (1)

where r=dim(D) and w(d ) is the weight of the word d. The r th generalized
Hamming weight dr(C) for 1�r�k is defined by

dr(C)=min[w(D): D is an r-dimensional subcode of C].

The set [dr(C): 1�r�k] is called the weight hierarchy of C.
The family of q-ary or generalized Reed�Muller codes can be defined as

follows. Elements of the vector space

Ps=[ f # Fq[X1 , ..., Xm]: deg( f )�s]

can be evaluated at the points of the affine space Fm
q . This defines an

evaluation map

;: Ps � Fn
q

with n=qm given by f [ ( f (v)v # F q
m). Note that the kernel of ; is the ideal

generated by the polynomials X q
i &Xi . A polynomial f # Ps is called

reduced (modulo the kernel of ;) if f is a Fq -linear combination of
monomials X d1

1 X d2
2 } } } X dm

m with 0�di�q&1 for 1�i�m. The image ;(Ps)
is the q-ary Reed�Muller code Rq(s, m) of order s in m variables. One thus
obtains a large class of codes.

In the paper by Heijnen and Pellikaan [H-P] one can find the following
algorithm which determines an r-dimensional subcode of Rq(s, m) of
minimum weight. First we fix an enumeration [:0 , :1 , ..., :q&1] of Fq .
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(1) Let Q=[0, 1, ..., q&1]. The set Qm is ordered lexicographically
using the natural order on Q. Elements of Qm are denoted by _=(i1 , ..., im)
and have a degree defined by

deg(_)= :
m

j=1

ij .

(2) To an element _ # Qm associate the following reduced polynomial
f =f_ :

f = `
m

j=1

`
q&1

t=ij+1

(Xj&:t). (2)

(3) Take the first r elements of degree �m(q&1)&s in Qm.

According to one of the main results in [H-P, Theorem 5.9] the outcome
of the algorithm is:

(1.1) Theorem. Let _1 , ..., _r be the first r elements in Qm with deg(_ i)
�m(q&1)&s. Then the codewords induced by the polynomials f1 , ..., fr

associated to _1 , ..., _r generate an r-dimensional subcode of minimum weight
of Rq(s, m).

The same theorem in [H-P] also yields a formula for dr(Rq(s, m)).

(1.2) Formula. If _r=(i1 , ..., im) is the r th element in Qm of degree
�m(q&1)&s then

dr(Rq(s, m))=1+ :
m

j=1

im& j+1q j&1.

To illustrate this algorithm we consider an example.

(1.3) Example. We enumerate Fp = [:0 , :1 , ..., :p&1] = [ p&1,
p&2, ..., 0] and we consider Rp(2, 3) for an odd prime p. The first four
elements _ # Qm with degree �3( p&1)&2=3p&5 are ( p&3, p&1, p&1),
( p&2, p&2, p&1), ( p&2, p&1, p&2), and ( p&2, p&1, p&1).

According to (2) the corresponding fi are

f1=(X1&1) X1 , f2=X1X2 , f3=X1X3 , and f4=X1 .

Now the codewords induced by f1=X 2
1&X1 , f2=X1X2 , and f3=X1 X3

generate a 3-dimensional subcode of Rp(2, 3) denoted by ( f1 , f2 , f3) and

d3(Rp(2, 3))=1+( p&2)+( p&1) p+( p&2) p2= p3& p2&1.
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In the next section we relate curves to codewords in Rq(s, m) and then we
apply the results of this section to obtain results for curves.

2. WORDS IN Rq(s, m) AND ARTIN�SCHREIER CURVES

From now on we identify reduced polynomials f in Ps and the codewords
cf which they induce by the evaluation map. A polynomial f of the form (2)
is a product of independent (inhomogeneous) linear forms (Xj&:t). For
fixed a # Fqm we consider Tr(ax) where Tr=Trqm�q is the trace map from Fq m

onto Fq . When we view Fq m as an m-dimensional vector space over Fq then
Tr(ax) is a linear form in Fq[x1 , ..., xm]. If we choose Fq -independent
a1 , a2 , ..., am in Fqm we can write (2) as

f = `
m

j=1

`
q&1

t=ij+1

(Tr(ajx)&:t).

Observe that for a, b # Fqm we have

Tr(ax) Tr(bx)=Tr(Tr(ax) bx)=Tr \ :
m&1

j=0

aq jbxq j+1+ . (3)

Repeating this process we see that the codeword corresponding to f can be
written in trace form:

cf=(Tr(R(x)))x # Fq m with R(x) # Fqm[x].

An element of Fqm has trace zero precisely if it is of the form yq& y for
some y # Fqm . Now we associate to the codeword cf the irreducible com-
plete smooth curve Cf over Fqm given by the affine equation

yq& y=R(x). (4)

In the sequel we always assume that deg(R) is prime to p, the characteristic
of Fq m . Then the irreducible smooth projective Artin�Schreier curve Cf

given by (4) has genus

g(Cf)=(q&1)(deg(R)&1)�2. (5)

We see immediately that there is a relation between the weigh w(cf) of cf

and the number of Fqm -rational points on Cf :

w(cf)=qm&(*Cf (Fq m)&1)�q. (6)
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This correspondence between codewords and curves can be extended to sub-
codes and fibre products of curves (see [G-V1]). If D is an r-dimensional
subcode of Rq(s, m) with basis cf1

, ..., cfr
we consider the corresponding

curves Cfi
defined by yq& y=Ri (x). Each of these curves admits a natural

map .i : Cfi
[ P1. Then we associate to D the curve

CD =Normalization of Cf1
_P 1_ } } } _P1 Cfr

.

From [G-V1] we recall the following proposition.

(2.1) Proposition. The weight w(D) satisfies

w(D)=qm&(*CD(Fqm)&1)�qr.

For f in the Fq -vector space generated by f1 , ..., fr we denote the trace of
Frobenius on Cf by {f (i.e., *Cf (Fqm)=qm+1&{f).

According to [G-V1] the trace of Frobenius {D of CD and the genus
g(CD ) satisfy

(q&1) {D = :
f # ( f1 , ..., fr) &[0]

{f , (7)

(q&1) g(CD )= :
f # ( f1 , ..., fr) &[0]

g(Cf). (8)

From (6) and Proposition (2.1) it is clear that words and subcodes of low
weight correspond to curves with many rational points.

In the next section we illustrate these ideas by some examples.

3. THE CODE Rp(2, 3)

We consider Rp(2, 3) for an odd prime p. As we saw at the end of
Section 1 the first four polynomials of the form (2) are

f1=(X1&1) X1 , f2=X1X2 , f3=X1X3 , and f4=X1 .

The number of zeros in the codeword cf1
is 2p2, so its weight satisfies

w(cf1
)= p3&2p2. We can write f1=(Tr(x)&1) Tr(x), where Tr=Trp3�p .

Applying (3) we find

f1=Tr(x2+x p+1+x p 2+1)&Tr(x).

Since the trace map on Fp 3 satisfies

Tr(x p 2+1)=Tr(x p+1) (9)
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we find for the corresponding codeword

cf1
=Tr(2x p+1+x2&x)x # Fp3 .

The curve Cf1
which we now associate to cf1

is given by the affine equation

y p& y=2x p+1+x2&x.

From the number of zeros in cf1
we immediately obtain *Cf1

(Fp3)=2p3+1,
while according to (5) the genus satisfies g(Cf1

)=( p&1) p�2.

(3.1) Result. For p=3 we obtain a curve over F27 of genus 3 with 55
points.

This is quite close to the upper bound 58.

(3.2) Remark. Note that by replacing monomials by lower degree
monomials (using Frobenius as in (9)) or by neglecting the monomials or
polynomials which give zero under the trace map we can reduce the genus
of the curve which we associate to the codeword (see also [Wo]). This
possibility of genus reduction makes curves much more attractive as building
blocks for fibre product curves with many points.

If we change to f2=Tr(x) Tr(ax) with a # Fp 3&Fp then along the same
lines we find

cf2
=Tr((a p+a) x p+1+ax2)

with a p+a{0. The word cf2
has 2p2& p zeros and the corresponding

curve Cf2
given by

y p& y=(a p+a) x p+1+ax2

has genus ( p&1) p�2 and *Cf2
( p3)=2p3& p2+1. Now we consider the

3-dimensional subcode

D=( (Tr(x)&1) Tr(x), Tr(x) Tr(ax), Tr(x) Tr(bx))

with [1, a, b]/Fp 3 independent over Fp .

(3.3) Proposition. The curve CD defined over Fp3 corresponding to the
subcode D=(cf1

, cf2
, cf3

) has genus ( p4& p)�2 and *CD (Fp3)= p5+ p3+1.
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Proof. The curves which occur in the fibre product induced by D are
of the form

y p& y=(2*1+*2(a p+a)+*3(b p+b)) x p+1+(*1+*2a+*3b) x2&*1 x
(10)

with (*1 , *2 , *3) # F3
p&[0]. The coefficient of x p+1 can be written as

(*1+*2a+*3b) p+(*1+*2a+*3b).

If this coefficient is zero then *1+*2 a+*3b # Fp 2 & Fp 3=Fp . Since [1, a, b]
are Fp -independent we find *2=*3=0 which implies *1=0. So the right-
hand side of (10) has degree p+1 and the curves defined by (10) have
genus ( p&1) p�2. From (7) we derive

g(CD )=( p3&1) p�2.

Moreover we saw at the end of Section 1 that d3(Rp(2, 3))= p3& p2&1
and then Proposition (2.1) yields *CD (Fp 3)= p5+ p3+1.

(3.4) Corollary. For p=3 the curve CD , which is defined over F27 , has
genus 39 and *CD (F27)=271.

Corollary (3.4) gives an improvement of the best value known until now
for (q, g)=(27, 39) which is 244 (see [G-V3]).

When we take the subcode D=(cf1
, cf2

, cf3
, cf4

) we add the word
corresponding to f4=X1 to the basis of the former subcode. Note that the
associated curve Cf4

given by y p& y=x has genus zero. Following the
above procedure we find:

(3.5) Proposition. The curve CD defined over Fp 3 which corresponds to
the subcode D=(cf1

, cf2
, cf3

, cf4
) has genus ( p4& p) p�2 and *CD (Fp3)=

p6+1.

(3.6) Corollary. For p=3 the curve CD over F27 has genus 117 and
*CD (F27)=730.

This is fairly good compared to Oesterle� 's upper bound which is 859 for
curves of genus 117 over F27 .

The next example shows that we can also use subcodes which are not of
minimum weight to construct curves with many points. This is caused by
the fact that the possibility of genus reduction is a very useful feature.
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4. THE CODE R3(3, 3)

Here we exploit the code R3(3, 3) to produce a good curve over F27 . In
this case the first three elements _ # Q3 with deg(_)�3 are (0, 1, 2), (0, 2, 1),
and (0, 2, 2) with corresponding f1=(X1&1) X1X2 , f2=(X1&1) X1X3 , and
f3=(X1&1) X1 . We can write f1 as

f1=(Tr(x)&1) Tr(x) Tr(ax) with F3 -independent [1, a]/F27

and we find for the codeword

cf1
=Tr[2a9x13+(2a3+a) x7+(a3+2a) x5&(a3+a) x4+ax3&ax2].

The word cf1
has 21 zeros and the related curve has genus 12, but if we

could eliminate 2a9x13 we get a curve of genus 6 since 2a3+a{0. As
x13 # F3 for x # F27 we can neglect 2a9x13 if we require Tr27�3(a)=0.
Unfortunately there is no F3-independent subspace (1, a, b) in F27 with
Tr(a)=Tr(b)=0. However, when we take the fibre product of the curves
induced by f1 and f3 we find:

(4.1) Proposition. For a # F27&F3 with Tr(a)=0 the fibre product of
the curves Cf1

and Cf3
has genus g=21 and possesses 163 points over F27 .

Proof. The curve Cf1
is given by

y3& y=(2a3+a) x7+(a3+2a) x5&(a3+a) x4+ax3&ax2,

while Cf2
is defined by

y3& y=2x4+x2&x.

The words in the subcode generated by cf1
and cf3

are

*1 cf1
+*2cf3

=(X1&1) X1(*1X2+*2)

with *1 , *2 # F3 . For *1 {0 we have 21 zeros or weight 6 and for *1=0 the
corresponding word has weight 9. It follows from (1) that

w(D=(cf1
, cf3

) )=(6 } 6+2 } 9)�6=9.

Then Proposition (2.1) implies *CD (F27)=163. The curves which occur in
the fibre product are of the form

y3& y=*1(2a3+a) x7+*1(a3+2a) x5+(2*2&*1(a3+a)) x4

+*1ax3+(*2&*1a) x2&*2x
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with (*1 , *2) # F2
3&[0]. If *1 {0 the genus is 6, while for *1=0 the genus

is 3 and we deduce from (8) that g(CD )=(36+6)�2=21. K

The curve from Proposition (4.1) satisfies the conditions of entry to the
Tables [G-V3] since Oesterle� 's upper bound in this case is 214.

5. CURVES THAT ATTAIN THE HASSE�WEIL UPPER BOUND

In this section we construct maximal curves, i.e., irreducible smooth
curves of genus g over Fq for which the number of Fq -rational points
attains the Hasse�Weil upper bound q+1+2g - q. This can only happen
if the genus is small compared to q, more precisely by [S-X, F-T] we know
that for such curves g�(- q&1)2�4 or g=(q&- q)�2. The curves we
construct here arise from the Reed�Muller codes Rp(2, m) for odd primes
p and even number of variables m.

According to the algorithm in Section 1 the polynomials (2) correspond-
ing to the first m elements in Qm with degree �m( p&1)&2 are

f1=(X1&1) X1=(Tr(x)&1) Tr(x),

fi=X1X i=Tr(x) Tr(aix) (2�i�m),

where the ai are chosen such that [1, a2 , ..., am] are Fp -independent
elements of Fp m . To these polynomials fi we can associate Artin�Schreier
curves. For f1 we find

Cf1
: y p& y=x pm�2+1+2 \ :

(m�2)&1

j=1

x pj+1++x2&x,

a curve with genus g(Cf1
)= pm�2( p&1)�2 and *Cf1

(Fpm)=2pm+1. The
elements fi with 2�i�m define curves

Cfi
: y p& y=a p m�2

i x pm�2+1+ :
(m�2)&1

j=1

(a p j

i +a i) x p j+1+ai x2. (11)

Now we observe that for all x # Fpm we have

Trpm�p(a p m�2

i x p m�2+1)=Trpm�2�p(a pm�2

i +a i) x pm�2+1,

so that if a p m�2

i +ai=Trp m�p (m�2)(ai)=0 the curve in (11) has the same
number of points as the Artin�Schreier curve with the term a p m�2

i x p m�2+1

deleted. In this way we can reduce the genus without changing the number
of points.
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(5.1) Proposition. For q= pm with p odd, m even, and 1�r�m�2 there
exists a maximal curve C over Fq with

g(C)= p(m�2)&1( pr&1)�2 and *C(Fq)= pm+1+( pr&1) pm&1.

Proof. Using the observation just made we consider the subspace L of
elements ai # Fpm with Trp m�p (m�2)(ai)=0. This is a subspace of dimension
m�2 not containing 1. Now we take a basis [a2 , a3 , ..., a(m�2)+1] of L and
we consider the r-dimensional subcode D=(cf2

, ..., cfr+1
) of Rp(2, m) with

1�r�m�2. The curves involved in the fibre product defined by D are

y p& y= :
(m�2)&1

j=1
\ :

r+1

i=2

*i (a p j

i +ai)+ x p j+1+\ :
r+1

i=2

*ia i+ x2 (12)

with (*2 , ..., *r+1) # Fr
p&[0]. Since the elements a2 , ..., ar+1 are independent

over Fp and satisfy a pm�2

i +a i=0 the coefficient of x p (m�2)&1+1 in (12) is not
zero. This implies that the genus of the curves given by (12) is ( p&1) p(m�2)&1�2.
It follows from (8) that

g(CD )= p(m�2)&1( pr&1)�2.

Furthermore, as the curves (12) are related to X1(*2X2+ } } } +*r+1Xr+1),
which has 2pm&1& pm&2 zeros, we find

*Cf (Fpm)= pm+1+( pm& pm&1).

By formula (7) we obtain *CD (Fq)= pm+1+( pr&1) pm&1.

(5.2) Remark. From the proof of Proposition (5.1) we deduce three
other families of maximal curves.

v Curves of the form

yp& y=\ :
(m�2)&1

j=1

(a p j
+a) x pj+1++ax2 with Trpm�p (m�2)(a)=0

are maximal curves over Fpm of genus p(m�2)&1( p&1)�2.

v Curves of the form

y p& y=a p m�2 x p (m�2)+1 with Trpm�p (m�2)(a)=0

have pm+1+1 rational points over Fpm and genus pm�2( p&1)�2, so these
are maximal too.

v For 1�r�m�2 an r-dimensional fibre product of curves from the
preceding type yields a maximal curve of genus ( pr&1) pm�2�2 with
pr+m+1 points.

These maximal curves were mentioned in [G-V2].
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As was remarked in [L], any quotient C$ of a maximal curve C over Fq

which is defined over Fq (i.e., the map C � C$ is defined over Fq) is automati-
cally maximal. This enables one to obtain new maximal curves from the above
ones.

(5.3) Proposition. For q= pm with m even and r a divisor of m with
1�r�m�2 there exists a maximal curve C$ over Fq with

g(C$)=( p(m�2)&1&1)( pr&1)�4,

*C$(Fq)=pm+1+( pm&1& pm�2)( pr&1)�2.

Proof. Consider the maximal curve C from Proposition (5.1) which is
the fibre product of the Artin�Schreier curves

y p
i & yi= :

(m�2)&1

j=1

(a p j

i +ai) x p j+1+aix2 for 2�i�r+1.

Since each of these admits the involution (x, yi) [ (&x, yi) we have an
involution on C, the fixed points of which are the pr points lying over x=0
and the point over x=�. Applying the Hurwitz�Zeuthen formula

2g(C)&2=2(2g(C$)&2)+ pr+1

we find the genus of the quotient curve

g(C$)=( p(m�2)&1&1)( pr&1)�4.

The maximality implies that the number of points is as given. K

Maximal curves of the form

y p& y=a p m�2 x p (m�2)+1 with Trpm�pm�2(a)=0

possess an action of the d th roots of unity defined via (x, y) [ (`x, y)
provided d divides pm�2+1. The fixed points under these automorphisms
are again the points lying over x=0 and the point at infinity. The ramifica-
tion is tame of order d and this gives:

(5.4) Proposition. For any positive divisor d of pm�2+1 there exists a
maximal curve C$ over Fp m with

g(C$)=( pm�2&d+1)( p&1)�2d,

*C$(Fp m)=pm+1+( pm&(d&1) pm�2)( p&1)�d.
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If we take a fibre product C as sketched in the third point of
Remark (5.2) with r a divisor of m and 1�r�m�2 we find that C is given
by an equation

y p r
& y=F(x p (m�2)+1) with F(t) # Fp m[t].

The d th roots of unity act as remarked above by which we obtain the
following result.

(5.5) Proposition. For any positive divisor d of pm�2+1 and a divisor r
of m with 1�r�m�2 there exists a maximal curve C$ over Fpm with

g(C$)=( pm�2&d+1)( pr&1)�2d,

*C$(Fpm)=pm+1+( pm&(d&1) pm�2)( pr&1)�d.
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